
How do we know when we are sick? We might 
have chills, fever and pain, feel tired, lose 
our appetites or avoid people and activities 
we normally enjoy1. These physiological 
responses are called sickness behaviours, 
and — although unpleasant — they are crucial  
for reorganizing the body’s functions, to help 
it cope with disease and to prioritize resources 
to fight infection2. Sickness behaviours  
are driven by the brain, but how does the brain 
know that there is an infection? On page 761, 
Ilanges et al.3 describe a specialized popula-
tion of neurons in the brain that orchestrates 
sickness behaviours in mice. 

The authors used a well-established animal 
model of infection for their experiments. 
They injected mice with a molecule called 
lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which is found in 
bacteria and is widely used to mimic bacterial 
infections4. Although LPS treatment does not 
recapitulate all aspects of bacterial infection, it 
allows good control of how ill animals become, 
and minimizes variability between animals. 
Furthermore, it enables researchers to uncou-
ple host responses from secondary damage 
to tissues and organs that can be caused by 
bacteria5. The researchers injected mice 
with controlled doses of LPS that triggered 
decreases in eating and drinking, cessation of 
movement and reduction in the animals’ core 
body temperature. 

Next, Ilanges and colleagues analysed the 
production of a protein called FOS — a marker 
of activated cells — in the animals’ brains 
after LPS injection. They observed a rapid 
increase in neuronal activity in many brain 
areas, including two regions of the brainstem: 
the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) and the 
adjacent area postrema (AP). To identify the 
specific population of neurons that might 
mediate sickness behaviours, the authors 
performed single-nucleus RNA sequencing 
of the neurons activated in the NTS and AP 
after LPS injection. Sequencing enabled the 
researchers to generate gene-expression 
profiles for LPS-activated neurons, which 
they compared with profiles of neurons in 

baseline conditions, without LPS infection. 
This revealed eight neuronal populations 
activated by LPS.

Selective manipulation of these neuronal 
populations revealed a key role for one of 
them — neurons characterized by expression 
of a neuropeptide molecule called Adcyap1 — in 
mediating sickness behaviours. Inhibition of 
Adcyap1 neurons reduced sickness symptoms 
and prevented cessation of eating, drinking 
and movement in mice injected with LPS. By 
contrast, targeted activation of this neuronal 
population triggered sickness behaviours in 
healthy mice that had not been exposed to 
an infection or to LPS, implying that Adcyap1 
neurons are responsible for driving sickness 
behaviours. 

Interestingly, although inhibiting Adcyap1 
neurons blunted some aspects of sickness 
behaviour, it did not affect the core body 

temperature. Might other neurons contrib-
ute to this effect? Ilanges and colleagues 
identified numerous other brain areas that 
were activated in response to LPS. One of the 
most prominent was the preoptic area, which 
is key to the regulation of body temperature 
and is found in the brain’s hypothalamus. 
Another paper published in Nature this year, by 
Osterhout et al.6, reported results in line with 
this idea. It found a role for cell populations 
located in the hypothalamus — in the organum 
vasculosum of the lamina terminalis (OVLT) 
and the surrounding ventral medial preoptic 
area (VMPO) — in regulating core body tem-
perature, warmth-seeking behaviour, loss of 
appetite and decreased movement in response 
to LPS.

Perhaps both brain areas — the AP and NTS 
in the brainstem, and the OVLT and VMPO in 
the hypothalamus — have complementary 
or overlapping roles in controlling sickness 
behaviours (Fig. 1), with the former driving 
cessation of movement, the latter changes 
in body temperature, and both controlling 
loss of appetite. Intriguingly, the AP and OVLT 
are two of only a few brain regions that lack a 
protective structure called the blood–brain 
barrier, which prevents unwanted and harm-
ful substances in the body from entering the 
brain7. Thus, signals generated by pathogens 
such as bacteria in the body can enter the AP 
and OVLT and interact with local neurons, 
inducing immune signals in the brain and trig-
gering brain-mediated immune responses6,8,9. 
The AP and OVLT also have overlapping roles 
in controlling food and water intake, cardio-
vascular function, sleep and body tempera-
ture8. Furthermore, the AP induces nausea 
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Specialized neurons that are activated after infection have 
been identified in the brain. These neurons orchestrate an 
array of sickness behaviours that help the body to cope with 
disease and to fight infection. See p.761 
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Figure 1 | Brain areas that regulate behavioural responses to sickness. Infections in animals and humans 
trigger a set of sickness behaviours, which include chills, fever, pain and more. Ilanges et al.3 investigated 
the neuronal basis of these behaviours in mice. They injected the animals with a pathogenic molecule 
derived from bacteria, called lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which mimics bacterial infection, making healthy 
mice sick. The researchers showed that neurons in certain brainstem regions — called the area postrema 
(AP) and the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) — are activated by LPS and mediate sickness behaviours. 
The work complements another study6 that identified part of the brain’s hypothalamus that triggers 
such behaviours — the organum vasculosum of the lamina terminalis (OVLT) and the ventral medial 
preoptic area (VMPO).
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and reduces food intake, whereas the OVLT 
controls thirst, body temperature and fever8. 
As a result, it would not be surprising for both 
of these brain regions to be involved.

How might infection activate specialized 
neurons? Ilanges et al. propose that Adcyap1 
neurons can be activated by peripheral immune 
molecules that are produced in the body when 
the immune system detects the presence of a 
pathogen. These molecules might cross the 
incomplete blood–brain barrier or activate 
peripheral vagal or spinal nerves that transmit 
information to the NTS and AP. Osterhout and 
colleagues showed that VMPO neurons express 
receptor proteins for molecules produced in 
response to a pathogen. They also found that 
infection-generated immune signals cross 
the blood–brain barrier and trigger local pro-
duction of other molecules that facilitate the 
activation of VMPO and OVLT neurons6. The 
activated neurons stimulate downstream brain 
centres to orchestrate physiological and behav-
ioural responses to infection. 

A next step is to investigate the downstream 
brain areas triggered by activation of Adcyap1 
neurons in the NTS and AP, and how they  
mediate the physiological responses that 
characterize sickness behaviours. Moreover, 
an open question is how the duration of the 
sickness response is controlled, and whether 
the same neuronal circuits are involved in 
mediating prolonged, chronic symptoms of 
viral infections, such as long COVID. 
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Water freezing into the intricate pattern of a 
snowflake is one of the most striking examples 
of the impact that temperature can have on a 
material. But temperature is not the only exter-
nal parameter that can change the appearance 
and properties of a material: a snowball, for 
instance, is formed simply by compressing 
snow with one’s hands. The shapes of some 
materials can even be modified by exposing 
them to an electric field, inducing electro-
mechanical effects that can be used to build 
actuators and motors that move objects with 
high precision1. On page 695, Zhang et al.2 
report that a phenomenon of this kind, known 
as electrostriction, can be enhanced in certain 
oxide materials by imbuing them with inter-
faces that are engineered on an atomic scale.

Electrostriction describes the generation 

of strain in insulating materials subjected to 
an electric field. The interaction between the 
mechanical and electrical properties of a mate-
rial is perhaps better known in the context of 
piezoelectricity, in which electric charge accu-
mulates in a material in response to mechani-
cal stress. But piezoelectricity is present only 
in materials that lack certain crystallographic 
symmetries, and it involves a linear relation-
ship between strain and the electric field. By 
contrast, electrostriction is possible in crystals 
of all symmetries, and describes a strain that 
increases with the square of the electric field 
strength. 

Although this definition suggests that 
many materials exhibit electrostriction, the 
magnitude of the effect is often small. To be 
useful for electromechanical applications, 
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A structure with precisely engineered layers produces a giant 
strain in an electric field. The interplay between structural 
distortions and electric dipoles at the interfaces between 
layers could aid material and device design. See p.695
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Figure 1 | Extraordinary electrostriction in a layered oxide structure. Zhang et al.2 demonstrated that 
alternating, ultrathin layers of two oxide compounds could be engineered to achieve unprecedented 
electrostriction — an effect in which strain is generated in a material by an applied electric field. a, The 
authors found that the interfaces between the oxide layers induced local structural distortions (not 
shown) that made it easier for electric dipoles (red arrows) to align with an external electric field, thereby 
increasing the magnitude of the electrostriction. b, Reducing the thickness of the oxide layers had the effect 
of enhancing the structural distortions and dipoles at the interface. By assembling a structure comprising 
many ultra-thin layers, and thus many enhanced interfacial dipoles, Zhang et al. produced a material 
characterized by a very large electrostrictive effect.
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